
 

 

UNIT 1 – A WORLD WITH ROBOTS 

Class: IV 

Subject: English 

A. Choose the correct option. 

1. Vicky wanted a ___________ to do all his work. 

a.toy             b. friend       c. robot 

2. Vicky's father bought a ___________ robot. 

a. lazy    b. trick     c. active 

3. Vicky decided to ___________ the robot at the end. 

a. keep    b. sell     c. praise 

4. Robot asked Vicky to sell him to an ___________ master. 

a.lazy    b. active     c. passive 

 

B. Read the statement and write True or False. 

1. Vicky pleaded his father to buy a robot.     True 

2. Vicky was an active boy.        False 

3. The robot did not obey his master.      True 

4. Vicky’s father decided to change his son’s character.         True 

 

C. Answer the questions. 

1. What kind of a boy was Vicky? 

 Vicky was a lazy boy. 



 

 

2. Who asked the Robot to charge the phone? 

   No one asked the Robot attend the phone call. 

3. Whom did Vicky want to do all his work? 

 Vicky wanted the Robot to do all his work. 

4. How did Vicky change at the end? 

 Vicky changed himself as a active boy at the end. 

 

D. Match the dialogue to the character :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Name the character or speaker. 

1. "The robot will do all your work."  - Father  

2. "Why don't you do that yourself?" - Robot 

3. "You want me to strain my back?" - Robot 

4. "Play me a pleasant song."    - Vicky                                     



 

 

F. Tick (√) the correct plural form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G. Write the plural form.  

 

 

 

 

      

MY ROBOT 

A. Match the rhyming words. 

1. tall   -  all 

2. song  -  along 

3. rack   -  sack 

4. rest   -  best 

 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

Cats 

Cherries 

Watches 

Dishes 



 

 

B. Fill in the blanks. 

1. I have a robot big and strong. 

2. I have a robot smart and tall. 

3. It keeps the sack in every little rack. 

4. It never takes food and rest 

 

C. Answer the question 

1. What does it sing?  

It sings a rhyming song. 

2. How do the wheels go? 

The wheels go front and back. 

3. Does it work its best?  

Yes, It works it’s best. 

4. How does it welcome all? 

It welcomes all with nice greeting call. 

 

D. Tick the pictures that denotes person or things in common. 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

√ √

 

√ 



 

 

E. Circle the pictures that denotes person or things in particular. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. Circle the common noun in green and proper noun in blue. 

 Gracy  - Blue     Ball   -  Green 

Vellore  - Blue     Fruit  -  Green 

Train -       Green    Planet  -  Green 

Earth  - Blue     Onion  -  Green 

Grapes  -  Green    Peacock -  Green 

 

ROBOT EXPO 

A. Choose the correct answer. 

1. Anitha shares her experience about robot expo. 

      a. book fair         b. vacation   c. robot expo  d. dance 

program 

2. The robot that sat on her shoulder was a butterfly. 

a. ant   b. butterfly   c. puppy   d. dragonfly 

√ 



 

 

3. Anitha's friends wanted a cook robot in their houses. 

a. butterfly      b. ant        c. cook    d. fish 

4. Brain of a robot is the controller. 

a. controller   b. mechanical part     c. sensor         d. camera 

5. A robot advised her to use dustbin. 

a. keep silence    b. use dustbin   c. don’t spit     d. wash hands 

 

B. Answer the following questions. 

1. Where did Anitha go? 

 Anitha went to the “ROBOT EXPO” 

2. What did Anitha eat in the expo? 

 Anitha ate an omelette expo. 

3. What are the three parts of a robot? 

 1) Controller      2)mechanical parts  3) sensors.II 

4. What is the use of mechanical parts? 

 Mechanical parts are those which help the robot move. 

5. What robot will you make? Why? 

 I will make a kids robot. Because  I want to play with the robot. 

 

 



 

 

C. Arrange the pictures by using numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Answer the following. 

1. What day is it?       It is Monday. 

2. Where is the key?  The key is in the box. 

 

I Can Do 

A. Choose the correct option. 

1. Vicky's dad bought a active robot. 

a. active   b. lazy   c. trick 

2. Vicky decided to sell the robot at the end. 

a. keep   b. sell   c. praise 
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B. Tick (√) the  plural forms. 

 

 

 

 

C. Write the plural word. 

 

 

 

D. Connect the rhyming words. 

 Strong  -  tall 

call   -  sack 

back  -  along 

 

F. Circle the odd one out. 

1.  City    boy    book   Chennai 

2. Karikalan   Paari   Kumaran   king 

3.  Boy    girl    man    Pooja 

4.  Mango   banana   fruit   apple 

5.  Cow   tiger    lion    animal 

 

√ 

√ 

Catches Berries 


